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Background and motivation

UNDERSTANDING HYDROCLIMATE DATA WITH USE-INSPIRED METRICS

Climatological precipitation over Atlantic basin

Goals

• Coastal cyclonic storms, including tropical (e.g., hurricanes) & extratropical (e.g.,
nor’easters), play key roles in hydrology of the eastern United States (EUS)
• These features require high spatial resolution (small grid spacing, 0.25º or ~25km)
to be accurately resolved in GCMs
• Integrating climate simulations for multiple decades is expensive at these
resolutions, particularly for ensembles, where multiple members can increase
statistical power of discrete, infrequently occurring storms
• Limited area models (e.g., WRF) and, more recently, variable-resolution models
(e.g., VR-CESM) have been tools of choice for such simulations -> unclear how
large the high-resolution domain must be to adequately capture the correct
climatology of societally-relevant hydrological impacts needed by stakeholders

• Is a high-resolution domain close to the eastern U.S.
sufficient for capturing hurricanes of societal relevance?
• How far does a domain need to extend into the Atlantic to
accurately capture storm climatology?
• What dynamical factors associated with resolution control
regional hurricane activity?
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Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) configurations
• Variable-resolution option of the Community Atmosphere Model Spectral
Element dycore (CAM-SE) (Zarzycki et al., 2014, J. Clim.)
• CAM version 5.4 subrid physics…
• Morrison and Gettelman version 2 (MG2) microphysics
• Bretherton and Park (UW) PBL scheme
• Zhang‐McFarlane (ZM) deep convection
• etc.
• Community Land Model (CLM) version 5
• Prescribed SSTs and ice cover based on Atmospheric Model Intercomparison
protocols (1985-2015)
• Three different CAM/CLM grids (0.25º high-res, 1º everywhere else)
• EXT: “Extended,” covers entire N. Atlantic basin + N. Africa (17,331 elements)
• REF: “Reference,” covers entire N. Atlantic (13,289 elements)
• WAT: “W. Atlantic only,” only refines near coastline of EUS (7,739 elements)
• Three ensemble members (two completed and shown here, one in progress)

Landfalling TCs by intensity

Flooding from Hurricane Harvey
(2017). Images courtesy of USA
Today (left) and NBC (right)
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African Easterly Wave (AEW) climatology
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Both grids with lower resolution over N. Africa (WAT,
REF) produce weaker AEW activity than EXT
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• Hurricanes (Atlantic TCs) and African Easterly Waves (AEWs) tracked in 6-hrly
data using TempestExtremes/RECAP (Ullrich & Zarzycki, 2017, GMD)
• TCs are detected by searching for minimum sea level pressure locations and
ensuring a warm core (geopotential thickness maximum) exists. Further details
in Zarzycki & Ullrich (2017, GRL)
• AEWs tracked following the methodology outlined in Thorncroft & Hodges
(2001, JClim) which follows local vorticity maxima at 600 hPa of at least 0.5
x10−5 s−1 that persist for at least 2 days and approximately 1000km

Annual TC track density
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WAT ~20% less PRECT just off N AFR coast,
into “main development region” (MDR)

Broad negative bias in TC activity (both
compared to observations and EXT
simulation) with WAT domain (due to lower
resolution over most of Atlantic)
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Bias reduced with REF/EXT grids,
although CAM still underpredicts
TCs in Gulf of Mexico and SE US
relative to observational record

… however, AEW wave activity quickly spins up upon
reaching high-resolution nest in REF. Remains
suppressed in main development region (MDR) in
WAT -> less seeds for long-track hurricanes

(Very preliminary) Conclusions
• So far…
• Relative to high-res over entire basin, refining over the W. Atlantic only
decreases the number of TCs basinwide, although large landfalling biases are
only noted in NE US. Little difference in SE US between grids
• Refinement important over entire Atlantic for reasonable basin-wide TC and
AEW climatology
• Extending resolution over Africa appears to have little-to-no impact on TC
climatology even though AEW activity increases over land at 0.25º
• AEWs “spin up” quickly with resolution – coarsely resolved even at 1º?
• To-do list:
• Additional AEW metrics (e.g., 850 hPa ζ, bandpass-filtered meridional wind)
• Calculate associated precipitation with cyclones for each domain configuration
• Landfall is only part of the story, does domain size impact precipitation
intensity and/or fraction that comes from hurricanes?
• Backtrace regional landfalling trajectories to origin locations
• Where do storms impacting {X} form? Develop hypothesis on whether
refinement is needed in these locations

